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Fear of Homelessness Continues to Keep Sellers From Listing Their Homes
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If this concern of being without a
place to live after selling is facing
you, remember that you are in the
driver’s seat when selling your current home. If you price your home
correctly, you’ll get multiple offers
and be able to select the buyer who
not only offers you the best price but
also offers you the most flexibility.
That flexibility could take the form
of a rent-back for up to several
months as you work to find your new
home. At the very least, you can
choose the buyer who gives you the
longest contract period, but puts all
their contingencies — inspection and
appraisal, in particular — in the first
30 days of the contract. Then you
might have a provision that the closing can happen earlier if you find
your next home quickly.

I’ve had clients who found a home
they wanted to buy first, and then put
their home on the market quickly —
something we’re pretty good at —
and were able to have their home
under contract in time to make a
winning offer on the home they wanted to buy. In such cases, we’re able
to tell the seller that if they don’t get
their home under contract in time to
buy that “perfect” home, we are willing to withdraw their home from the
market at no cost so that they don’t
have to sell. That’s a lot of work for
us with no reward, but that’s the
nature of our business.
If you want to sell but have this
totally understandable concern, I
suggest you call me or one of my
associates at Golden Real Estate so
that we can brainstorm a solution
that works best for you. You have
nothing to lose but your time! Our
office number is 303-302-3636.

This Week’s Featured New Listings From Golden Real Estate
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